AVEVA World Digital – August 25-26, 2020
AVEVA World Digital – Agile Opportunities in a Reconnecting World
As global economies reopen following lockdown, industries are waking to a new reality. Many senior executives are exploring new
operational models, enabling their teams to continue to take advantage of blended work practices using digital tools and Cloud to
work onsite and remotely, delivering resilient, sustainable operations.
For companies small and large, digital transformation has been accelerated and the physical and organizational boundaries have
changed, emphasizing the need for innovative technologies that connect teams and empower better collaboration.
At AVEVA World Digital this August, industry leaders, software innovators and analysts will come together to discuss how
industries are shaping their new, more sustainable future. Learn how companies are leveraging innovative software by AVEVA to
support their evolved operating models founded on capital efficiency and operational resilience. Join some of the world’s leading
engineering and manufacturing companies and discover the opportunities for your business in today’s reconnecting world.

Tuesday, August 25th – Start times: 10:30 AM SGT | 09:30 AM BST | 09:30 AM CDT
Keynotes
10:30-10:50 AM SGT
09:30-09:50 AM BST
09:30-09:50 AM CDT

Craig Hayman, CEO, AVEVA – “Seizing your Opportunity.”

10:55-11:13 AM SGT
09:55-10:13 AM BST
09:55-10:13 AM CDT

Darren Martin, CTO, Wood Group – “Digital Capital Projects and Industry 4.0.”

Craig will discuss the opportunities available to companies now, through digital twin technology, artificial
intelligence and the cloud, to boost collaboration and accelerate autonomous projects

Darren will share how digital twin technology can lay the foundations of successful collaboration between
connected teams from capital projects through to operations as part of an industry 4.0 strategy.

Ҫağlayan Arkan, Global Lead, VP Manufacturing, Microsoft – “Realizing Industry 4.0 in the Cloud”
11.15-11:35 AM SGT
10.15-10.35 AM BST
10.15-10.35 AM CDT

Microsoft is working with industry leaders to adapt to the new opportunities and challenges of our
operating environment. Ҫağlayan will share how in aligning with AVEVA and making solutions available
through the Cloud, Microsoft is connecting teams and enabling collaboration that is driving forward the
agenda of industry 4.0.

Engineering efficiency: taking the digital twin from design into operations

Panel 1 Discussion:
Digital Twin 4.0
Strategy from
design into
operations
11:45-13.07 PM SGT
10:45-12.07 AM BST
10:45-12.07 AM CDT

Amish Sabharwal, Head of Engineering Business Unit, AVEVA
Rashesh Mody, Head of Monitor & Control Business Unit, AVEVA
Jaime Ortiz, Construction & Completions Manager, Shell – “Shell’s Digital 4.0 Vision at the
Monaca Polymers Plant.”
Craig Resnick, Vice President, ARC Advisory Group – “How Cloud is Flattening the Curve” – to
cover cloud, digital twin 4.0 and connected worker
Optimizing engineering and operations are critical to protecting your bottom line in times of change. In our
Day 1 Panel, leaders from across the engineering and operations landscape will share how they are using
Digital Twin 4.0 strategies to optimize engineering and operations, connecting their workers using shared
data and boosting efficiency. Jaime Ortiz will discuss how building process models for the FEED process has
been integrated with operational controls to predict performance and eliminate mistakes. As the team
prepares for operator training prior to start up, the team is seeing the value of using an integrated digital
twin that spans the entire engineering cycle.
As well as hearing from Amish, Jaime and Rashesh, ARC Advisory’s Craig Resnick will explain how the
development of cloud technologies is accelerating the move to digital twin 4.0 operating practices, and how
cloud technology has the power to accelerate innovation and flatten the impact of today’s recessionary
pressures on industries. Keynote Darren Martin from Wood Group will join the group for the question and answer
discussion.

Live Lounge

Join our Live Lounges and network with peers and the AVEVA team

13.10-14.25 SGT
12.10-13.25 BST

Join our live networking sessions to ask questions, hear feedback on our live polls and quiz our speakers on
the latest digital developments.

12.10-13.25 CDT

Wednesday, August 26th – Start times: 10.30 AM SGT | 9.30 AM BST | 9.30 AM CDT
Keynotes
10:30-10:48 AM SGT
09:30-09:48 AM BST
09:30-09:48 AM CDT

Ravi Gopinath, Chief Cloud Officer & Chief Product Officer, AVEVA –
“Engaging your connected workforce”
Ravi will discuss how technology and the cloud is enabling companies to be agile and resilient by
empowering teams, remotely and onsite, to share information and leverage advanced analytics to
support better collaboration and deeper, broader intelligence-based insights.

Dirk Holbach, Chief Supply Chain Officer, Laundry, Henkel –
“Building a Digitally Sustainable CPG/Laundry Business”
10:55-11:15 AM SGT
09:55-10:15 AM BST
09:55-10:15 AM CDT

Dirk Holbach will share how Henkel approached AVEVA to help realize its industry 4.0 digital
backbone vison, which was part of Henkel’s wider sustainable operations strategy. Mr Holbach will
share the incremental energy savings that his team has been able to achieve as a result. He will
conclude by looking to the future and the lessons and opportunities that Henkel’s experiences offer
other customers.

Sebastien Boissier, Manufacturing Digitalization Director, Danone –
“Building Danone’s Manufacturing 4.0 Strategy”
11:20-11:37 AM SGT
10:20-10:37 AM BST
10:20-10:37 AM CDT

11:50-11.55 PM SGT
10:50-10:55 AM BST
10:50-10:55 AM CDT

Sebastien Boissier will share Danone’s digital vision which they have developed in partnership with
AVEVA, Danone worked with AVEVA to create DANMES, a digital twin template for their Specialized
Nutrition manufacturing operations. The core model within DANMES provides 1 standard interface to
SAP modules and offers 20 standard functions that are FDA compliant. Sebastien will share insights
and experiences from the deployment journey in bringing scalable digital benefits and sharing
innovations across their manufacturing network.

Harpreet Gulati, Head of Planning & Operations Business Unit, AVEVA –
“Realizing Your Industry 4.0 Vision”
Harpreet Gulati will conclude the day’s session by focusing on the developments shared by leading
customers and how AVEVA is working with industries worldwide to connect teams, drive innovation
and enable the next phase of digital transformation in our new normal.

Engaging your connected workforce: today’s trends, tomorrow’s possibilities

Panel 2 Discussion: Your
connected workforce:
Today’s Trends, Tomorrow’s
Possibilities
12:05-13:00 PM SGT
11.05-12.00 PM BST
11:05-12:00 PM CDT

Kim Custeau, Head of APM Business Unit, AVEVA
Peter Richmond, Portfolio Director | Connected worker and XR, AVEVA
Sebastien Even, Nestlé Beverage – "Nestlé’s Connected Worker Strategy”
Sebastien Even of Nestle NPTC Beverage will discuss digital innovation and Nestle’s connected worker
strategy while AVEVA’s Peter Richmond, will share how innovation and leading digital business
models through a cloud-first approach to operations are increasing efficiency for Nestle’s teams.
Building on the story of the Schneider Electric connected factory in AVEVA World Digital in June, the
Q&A panel will also feature our keynote speaker, Dirk Holbach, from Henkel talking about how
digitalization is empowering workers and Henkel talking about how digitalization is empowering
workers and streamlining the manufacturing process funnel.

12.05-12.20 CDT

Craig Hayman, CEO AVEVA, and Dr J. Patrick Kennedy, CEO of OSIsoft, will give an extraordinary
webcast to update you on the agreement announced yesterday. Join the session from your event
console and discover more about how this transformative combination will help us to drive deeper,
broader advantages to support industries’ sustainable digital transformation.

Executive Live Q&A

Executive Live Q&A on Slack

13:30-14:00 PM SGT
12.30-13.00 PM BST
12:30-13:00 PM CDT

Join AVEVA Executives, Ravi Gopinath, COO and Andrew McCloskey, CTO August 26th for a 30-minute
live Q&A session on Slack in the #exec-live channel. Executives will respond to questions at: 13:30pm
SGT (Ravi), 12:30pm BST (Ravi), 12:30pm CDT (Andrew).

Extra session – Webcast
Update
12.05-12.20 BST

On Demand Content - Available throughout the event
Explore our latest solutions in action at the Digital Expo

Digital Expo

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Performance
Unified Engineering
Unified Project Execution
Unified Learning
Value Chain Optimization
Unified Operations Center
Edge to Enterprise Operations
AVEVA Connect
Connected Worker
• Industrial AI

Looking for more technical content? View our series of On Demand sessions designed to
give you more insights on our solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AVEVA On Demand
Sessions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Sponsor Corner
On Demand Sessions

Accelerate Digitalization in Oil and Gas amid Demand Uncertainty and IMO2020
APM 4.0 with Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics
Digital Trust and Sustainability
Digitalization to Cognition Effective Digital Strategies to Prepare for a Smarter, More Resilient
Future
Empower Connected Workers across your Operations with AVEVA InTouch HMI
Enabling the Workforce of the Future
EPC 4.0: Accelerate digital transformation and remote working with Unified Engineering on the
cloud
Experience the latest Real-Time Operations Control Platform for Supervisory, HMI, SCADA and IIoT
Leverage the cloud to execute agile projects, mitigate risk and compete effectively – against all
odds
Open up new possibilities to connect your operations with AVEVA System Platform
Managing Risk and Uncertainty: The Importance of Optimizing Your Value Chain
Operating the Plant of the Future
Remote working, collaboration, and security. Enabling the new norm for Engineering Projects
The Core of a reliable Digital Twin for an Industrial Asset begins with an EPC 4.0 Strategy
Transform Pipeline Operations with Integrated Digital Twin
Transform Water and Wastewater Inspections and Rounds with a Mobile Workforce
Unified Command and Control for Data Centers
Unify City Operations to Ensure Safe, Reliable, and Resilient Services

Discover our partner ecosystem and the great solutions they have to offer
• Accenture: Together is better: How to out-collaborate the crisis

•
•
•
•

INDEFF: Keep your smart factory simple
Stratus: BC to AD: Moving from Before COVID-19 Practices to Agile Digitalization
Skkynet: Remote Operations: Secure, Agile and Real-Time
Radix: Economic Benefits of an FPSO As-Built Digital Twin

Join us for a non-technical session designed for you to relax and enjoy – especially after a
long day!
Wellness Zone

•

Cooking Class: Discover culinary transformation of a different kind and learn a new recipe in this
30 mins cooking class
• Yoga/Meditation Class: Stretch, breathe deeply and capture a sense of calm in this 30 mins yoga
and meditation class

